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Important Notice for candidates for post codes I/20 to 88/20 and 90/20 to 116/20

Sub: Mandatory Updation of details in OARS (Online Application &
Registration System) in respect of Advt. No. 01/20, 02/20, 03/20, 04/20
& 05/20 and post codes 01/20 to 88/20 and 90/20 to 116/20.
DSSSB vide its earlier notices of even no. dated. 29.01.2021 had advised all

those candidates who have already applied against Advt. No. 01/20, 02/20, 03/20,
04/20 & 05/20 and post codes 01/20 to 88/20 and 90/20 to 116/20 that they must

update their OARS registration with identity proof and also upload post card size
(5x7 inches) photograph. In this regard, the messages to the candidates were also
sent through SMS and emails. Majority of the candidates have already

successfully updated their registration and photographs on the OARS portal from
01.02.2021 to 21.02.2021.

Vide further notice dated 21.02.2021, extended opportunity was given to the

remaining candidates to upload their identity proof and latest color postcard size

(5x7 inches) photograph in the OARS portal by extending the updation period
from 22.02.2021 to 07.03.2021. In this regard, the messages to the candidates

were also sent through SMS and emails. Further, a help center was also provided
for any assistance in updation to candidates, especially those belonging to persons
with disabilities.

As a measure of final opportunity, DSSSB has decided to extend the dates
for updation in the OARS portal from 08.03.2021 to 20.03.2021, so as to enable

remaining candidates to upload their mandatory updation details in OARS.

The detailed guidelines have already been given in the OARS Portal
thttps://dsssbonline.nic.in)
https://dsssb.delhi.gov.in.

and
on
the
website
of
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i.e.
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registere
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mandatory upload ID proof and also upload latest postcard size photograph
(5" x 7", upper half of body only clearly showing face, both ears and both
shoulders) against each of histher application. The ID proof entered by the
applicant will be cross checked at the time of examination and submission of
e-dossier, if shortlisted. Further post card size photograph i.e. 5" x 7" (upper half

of body only clearly showing face, both ears and both shoulders) shall also be
made part of e-admit cards.

Hence all the remaining candidates are once again advised to mandatorily
update their details through their registered login ID/ password between
08.03.2021 to 20.03.2021 after this extension no further extension will be given

in this regard and failing which he/she would not be able to appear in the
forthcoming examinations to be conducted by DSSSB in future as these details

are to become part of the e-admit cards for those examinations.
This issue with the prior approval of the Competent Authority.
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